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Original Concept & Reference for the Project: “Street Plants sellers from China”:

 Tradition of Gardening in China has a really long history but nowadays the reality gives 
us a new approach to how a Contemporary Garden can be considered.
 It is quite easy to find in Chinese cities, street-sellers without a fix location, bringing 
different plants (a kind of random gardens) to be sold in areas where people pass by.

* Tricycles to suport the “Movable Gardens”

Main concept: 

 >1.-Build/Adapt 3 to 7 Tricycles to suport the “Movable Gar-
dens”. They can be display all together as a unitary group piece or be 
splited by individual units to be relocated in different sites of the gar-
dens.

 >2.-Invite the visitors to move by their own effort the “Buzzycles”, 
transforming temporarily the aperence of the gardens. (some supervi-
sion from a responsible staff might be recommendable, instructions 
and a breif explanation about the idea of the project will be displayed 
as an instruction book with each unit) Visitors become in this “fast” 
gardeners by composing a small garden inside of the bigger picture; 
Modifying the original piece and its environment by their intereaction 
with it. 

* Invite the visitors to move the “Buzzycles”



“Buzz-ycle”: Movable Gardens

List of Suggested Plants:

* Option A> Micro-Forests: Develop several Gardens made out of Bonsais (similar to some of 
the species of trees present in the “Macro-Garden”) generating a kind of Micro-forest or 
Micro-landscapes. China 

* Option B>Rainbow Garden: Collection of flowers organized by color, generating a represen-
tation of a gradient rainbow (from red to purple) that will give a starting order to the group and 
a logic for the re-agrupation after the units has been relocated by the visitors through the 
Gardens.

> Technical Drawings for the tricycles (Movable Support for the Gardens) 

> General appearence for the “Buzz-ycle” with a Movable Garden.
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Option A> Micro-Forests: Option B>Rainbow Garden:
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